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QUESTION 1

What is the minimum number or databases that can exist within a cluster when deploying a resilient and scalable Cisco
Meeting Server deployment? 

A. 4 

B. 3 

C. 5 

D. 2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which description of the steps one must take to build a TMS phone book is true? 

A. Connect TMS to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager contact list files, create a phone book, connect the files
to a phone book, and set on systems. 

B. Export a .csv file to the TMS database from AD or Outlook, create a phone book, connect the file to a phone book,
and set on systems. 

C. Create a contact list, create a phone book, connect the contact list to the phone book, and set on systems. 

D. Create a source, create a phone book, connect the source to the phone book, and set on systems. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An engineer wants to only allow the registration of endpoints with aliases containing cisco.com asthe 

domain. 

Which option accomplishes this task? 

A. Set the restriction policy to "Deny" and include the expression.*@*in the deny list. 

B. Set the restriction policy to "Allow" and include the expression\l@ cisco.com in the allow list. 

C. Set the restriction policy to "Allow" and include the expression. *@cisco. com in the allow list. 

D. Set the restriction policy to "None" and include the expression \1@ cisco.com in the allow list. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An engineer notices that users are inadvertently changing several random settings on endpoints in remote offices. Using
TMS, where doesthe engineer navigate to resolve this issue? 

A. System > Configuration Backup 

B. Booking > Conference Templates 

C. System > Provisioning 

D. Monitoring > Conference Control Center 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options are requirements to use OAuth access tokens with Cisco Spark? (Choose two.) 

A. Tokens must request access to servers before applications register to Cisco Spark. 

B. Servers must register to Cisco Spark as an application to request access tokens. 

C. Applications can only request the access token when the authenticated user grants permissions to this service 

D. Applications must register to Cisco Spark as a server to request access tokens. 

E. Services can request the access token only when the authenticated user grants permissions to this service. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

On which two operating systems and database applications does TMS rely? (Choose two.) 

A. Oracle 

B. MS Access 

C. Windows Server 

D. SQL 

E. Linux Ubuntu 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which configuration on the Expressway is needed for a SIP end point to register? 
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A. active neighbor zone between the end point and the Expressway 

B. SIP authentication enabled 

C. Registration restriction policy in Allow mode 

D. SIPdomain 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

If a user of a SIPendpoint registered to an Expressway configure with only the cisco.com domain physically dials "6501",
which alias is presented in the SIP INVITE message? 

A. 6501@ 

B. 6501@ 

C. 6501@cisco.com 

D. 6501 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements about branding on the Cisco Meeting Server are true? (Choose two.) 

A. With a single branding license, nothing can be customized on the Cisco Meeting Server. 

B. With a single branding license, multiple logos and single background on single web bridge can be customized on the
Cisco Meeting Server. 

C. With a single branding license, multiple logos and multiple backgrounds on multiple web bridges can be customized
on the Cisco Meeting Server. 

D. With a single branding license, a single logo and single background on a single web bridge can be customized on the
Cisco Meeting Server. 

E. With a single branding license, a single logo and single background on multiple web bridges can be customized on
the Cisco Meeting Server. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

The TMS Systems > Navigator menu selection is not visible on a scheduler\\'s computer. Which cause is the most
likely? 

A. The scheduler s computer has a port blockage. 
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B. NET or US is not set up on the scheduler\\'s computer. 

C. The scheduler does not have adequate permissions associated to their log in credentials. 

D. The network has a port blockage. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which H.323 functionality exists on the Cisco Meeting Server? 

A. H.323 registration, call control and H.323-to-SIP Interworking 

B. H.323-to-SIP Interworking 

C. H.323 registration and call only 

D. H.323 registration and H.323-to-SIP Interworking, but no call control 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which regular expressions match an alias from the cisco.com domain, with the host portion of the alias consisting of first
name.1st name, with no limits on the length of either name? 

(Example: CertBus@cisco.com) 

A. (.*)\.(.*)@cisco.com 

B. (\d*).(\d)@cisco.com 

C. (.*)/.(.*)@cisco.com 

D. (.*).(*)@cisco.com 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

When you write a new app in Tropo, in which format must the app scripts be saved? 

A. .xml 

B. .wav 

C. .mp4 

D. Js 
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E. .json 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

How many simultaneous HD calls can be supported on a Cisco Meeting Server 2000? 

A. 25 

B. 500 

C. 108 

D. 96 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which type of customization options are available on the Cisco Meeting Server? 

A. customizing protocols used 

B. branding spaces 

C. customizing aliases used 

D. branding the WebRTC clients 

Correct Answer: D 
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